We want to talk to you if you understand different protocols. You can demonstrate that you get software development and have held product management or QA roles in businesses where being creative thinking is valued. If you have experience with data analytics, that is a big bonus for the team. We want to hear about why you are passionate about IT infrastructure.

We are a small team (mainly in the UK) but our CTO is in New York. We have a large technical support team in Romania and close links with them when it comes to making things better and testing them for our clients. We also have a brilliant relationship with our interactive design colleagues that bring our clients ideas to life. They are mainly in the US and the UK.

We need you to help bridge all the bits of what we do together. You are like our super sticky glue! We need someone who is self-motivated and has the communication skills required for a remote position.

What we need is a great multi-skilled team player that can develop a communication channel across all that we do and that can build on our QA processing. You might know just enough about some stuff (like website builds or interactive design) to contribute ideas that really challenge the wider thinking.

**The critical things that you will achieve in this role are:**

- Design and develop enhancements for remote device management
- Establishing trusted relationships with both internal and external project stakeholders
- Present technical solutions to tech and non-technical audiences
- Develop cross-discipline knowledge of company’s hardware and software product offerings
- Work closely with global staff to problem solve and rapidly deploy innovative solutions

**You will need to demonstrate that you have done:**

What we are looking for ideally is a highly experienced Full Stack Developer the kinds of skills we’d need are:

**Essential:**
- Extensive pure-Python backend experience, experience with pyudev
- Demonstrable expertise the Django framework and Tornado
- Extensive AWS stack experience (ELB, Cloudfront, EC2, S3, the works)
- Familiarity with the WebSocket protocol
- Experience with designing and maintaining REST APIs using frameworks like Django Rest Framework (DRF) and tastypie
- Experience interacting and working with Android devices using tools such as adb.

**Nice to have:**
- Familiarity with HTML5, CSS and jQuery
- Experience with Polymer and progressive web apps (PWAs) or a modern JavaScript framework such as ReactJS or VueJS
- Familiarity with service workers

If you are interested, please send your CV/Application to hr@antennainternational.com